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ABSTRACT 
Given a (not necessarily regular) rational matrix fimction W and a subset u of the 
extended complex plane, we associate with it a free module S,(W) over the ring of 
scalar rational functions which are analytic on U, called the null-pole subspace of W 
over (T. In the scalar case, the information encoded in this module is equivalent to the 
knowledge of all the poles and zeros, including their multiplicities, at all points of V; 
in the general matrix case, the null-pole subspace encodes the more complicated 
zero-pole structure of a rational matrix function, which is the key tool for the 
understanding of many factorization problems. In this paper we show how various 
other modules which have been introduced in the literature in connection with 
pole-zero structure (e.g. pole module, zero module) can be read off from the null-pole 
subspace, and how, conversely, the null-pole subspace can be recovered from its 
various pieces (pole module, null module, a null-pole coupling operator and left 
annihilator). We give an analytic, coordinate-dependent description of these modules 
which has connection with realization theory and which is useful for computations. 
We also solve the converse problem of finding a rational matrix function which has a 
given admissible module as its null-pole suhspace. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let W, and W, be rational matrix functions, and let (T be a subset of the 
extended complex plane C,. A natural problem connecting W, and W, is to 
decide whether there exists a rational matrix function Q analytic on u such 
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that W’ = WzQ. For example, if u = {cc:), this is the causal factorization 
problem investigated in [16]. The problem has a simple translation into the 
language of modules. Let 9%’ be the field of scalar rational flmctions. If u is a 
subset of C,, let 9(a) denote the subring of 9 formed b!; members of 9 
which are analytic on u. Let zZ?“‘~” and 5Z”“x”(~) denote the free 9 and 
B((T) modules of m X n matrices with entries in 92 and S(a), and suppose 
W, E g”‘X”i and W, E s”‘x”l. Then W’ = W2Q for some Q E 9?“2x”i(~> if 
and only if W,9 “‘x’(,> c w&P+‘(a). 
Since sljl x ’ is a vector space over 9, and .9(a) is a subring of .9, 
W9”x ‘(0) is an S(a)-module. In particular, it is a vector space over C. 
The space W.9”x ‘(a> is called the left null-pole sul~~~~ucc of W over u. LYe 
shall denote this space by .fm(W). For th e regular case, that is, when the 
involved functions are square and have determinants which do not vanish 
identically, null-pole subspaces have played a key role in [13, 14, 5, 21 (see 
[6] for a comprehensive exposition). The main point is that the null-pole 
subspace of a rational matrix function W has an explicit description in terms 
of null and pole data of W. If a function W E .&““x”Z is regular and u c C, 
the left null-pole subspace for W over (T is determined by a right pole pair 
CC,, A,) for W over U, a left null pair (AC, BS) for W over cr (see [3]), and a 
matrix I- which cozq~,les the pairs (C,,A,) and (A<, B<). The explicit 
representation of W2?“‘x ‘( > t v ‘n erms of (C,,A,), (A,, B<), and r is given 
by the formula (see Theorem 3.4.1. in [4]) 
and c Res;=;(,(: - A;)-‘&h(z) = rs 
s,, E f7 
where ni7 is such that A, E C’r~Xn~. The matrix r above is called a null-pole 
coupling matrix associated with the right-pole pair (C,, A,,,) and the left-null 
pair (AS, Bs> f& W over (T (see [4]), or a coupling operator (see, e.g. [13]). 
When W has the value 1 at infinity, a pole pair (C,, A,), a null pair (A<, B<), 
and the associated coupling matrix r are easily computed from a minimal 
realization W(Z) = I + C(Z - A)-‘B for W(Z). 
In this paper we obtain a similar description for the nonregular case. We 
build on the results on the zero structure and the pole structure of a 
nonregular rational matrix function derived in [12]-this paper is a continua- 
tion of [12]. In contrast with [12], this paper takes a more module-theoretic 
approach. In particular, we connect the analytic description of the zero and 
pole structure of a function W E 9”‘x’ in terms of pole pairs, null pairs, and 
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kernel triples with the basis-free description in terms of certain pole and zero 
modules. Pole and zero modules have played a prominent role for some time 
in the algebraic approach to systems theory (see e.g. [22] for pole modules, 
[29] for zero modules, and [26] f or an earlier algebraic approach to zeros). If 
u = C, these modules are isomorphic with the finite pole and zero modules 
recently studied by Wyman, Sain, Conte, and Perdon (see [31, 171); for a 
more general subset u see also [30]. W e also obtain a characterization of 
which S(a)-submodules of .zZ”‘~’ arise as a null-pole subspace over u for 
some rational matrix function. The characterization of which S(a)-submod- 
ules of SZ?“‘x ’ arise as the null-pole subspace of a regular rational matrix 
function is presented in Chapter I4 of [6]. In the last section of this paper, 
we show that the construction of a rectangular matrix function with a given 
left zero and right pole structure, which has been developed in [I2], can be 
used to produce functions with a given left null-pole subspace over v c C. 
As was mentioned above, our main motivation for the study of null-pole 
subspaces comes from applications to factorization theory of rational matrix 
functions. This connection (in the more general setting of nonrational matrix 
functions) can be seen in the Beurling-Lax theorem (see [28, 25]), where the 
inner factor B of an H” function F = BG is the inner reprcsenter for the 
shift-invariant subspace (i.e. “null-pole subspace”) FH’ generated by F. The 
connection between representations of shift-invariant subspaces and various 
types of factorizations (e.g. J-inner-outer, Wiener-Hopf, or spectral), as well 
as interpolation and dilation problems, was obtained in [7-IO]. The program 
of [I3, 14, 21 was to refine these ideas for the regular rational case so as to 
obtain explicit realization formulas for J-inner-outer, Wiener-Hopf, and co- 
prime factorizations, as well as linear fractional formulas for the set of all 
solutions of interpolation and dilation problems; all these results have been 
refined and codified in the recent book [6]. This paper continues the work of 
[ll, 121 to extend this program to the nonregular case. The characterization 
of the null-pole subspace in terms of nu!l-pole data carried out here is but a 
part of a general program and turns out to be considerably more technical 
than in the regular case. We plan to return to other parts of the program in 
future work and ultimately obtain as applications results on J-inner-outer 
factorization and matricial Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problems more 
general than those considered in [6]. State-space formulas for inner and outer 
factors of rectangular rational matrix functions have recently been obtained 
in 1151 and [32], but much remains to be understood about interpolation 
problems of the sort studied in [2O]. 
Below, we shall frequently use the notion of orthogonality in S?“lxl (or 
2” x”‘), in the sense of valuation theory, which we now review (see [18, 111). 
If A E C,, one can define a non-Archimedean norm 11. [I;=,, on SpfJx’ by 
putting, for nonzero 4, 11411Z=h  ey with y an integer such that (Z - A)Y~(z) 
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1 or z -‘4(z) if A = ml is analytic, and does not vanish, at A. We say that 
subspaces R and A are orthogonal at A if 0 and A are orthogonal with 
respect to the nomm ]]*]]_=A, that is, if 
11.~ + !jllz=A = max{ Ilsllz=h, Ilyll,=,i) 
for each s E 1R and y E A (see [23] f or a comprehensive treatment of 
non-Archimedean normcd spaces). If E is a subspace of 9’“‘” ‘, let 
qh)=((b(A):4E ti and 4 is analytic at A). 
Then z(A) is a subspacc of C”lx ’ and dime, z:(A) = dim,, E. In this notation, 
fi and A are orthogonal at A if and only if 
fl(A)nA(A)=(O) 
(see Proposition 2.3 in [12]). If u c C, and R, A are orthogonal at every 
point of u, we say that R, A are orthogonal on u and write O@(, A. If (T is a 
proper subset of C,, then for every s&pace R of .99”rX ’ there exists an 
algebraic complement A of R such that 
(see Corollary 2.6 in [12]). We call such ,I an orthogonal complement of R 
in (~~7”L”l 
, a). Usually R has many orthogonal complements in (,~9”‘~r, (T). 
A useful property of the decomposition (0.1) is that 
if 17 E ~~f’rx’( a) and h = h,, + h,, with 1x,, E 0 and 11,~ E A, 
then 17rz,17,,~.~“‘X’(a). (0.2) 
\Ve conclude the introduction with the remark that the right null-pole 
subspace of a function W E S?“fx’L over a subset cr of C is defined in the 
analogous way. That is, the right null-pole subspace of W over (T is the free 
.%‘(a)-module 9’ X”‘(a)W, ’ vrewrd as a vector space over C. All the results 
on left null-pole subspaces have their analogues for right null-pole subspaccs. 
These analogues can be derived in a similar way or, alternatively, can be 
obtained by considering the transpose of W. Therefore Mow we confine our 
attention exclusively to left null-pole subspaces. 
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1. BASIS-FREE DESCRIPTION OF NULL-POLE SUBSPACES 
Let W E $2”‘xu, Ict u be a proper subset of C,, and let cfr(W) = 
W.%Ynx ‘(CT). We will call the .%%a)-module 
the (rig&) pole module of W over V. Plainly, f-/r is a torsion module. It can 
be easily shown that J’, is a finite-dimensional vector space over C, and 
dim c L/r is equal to the sum of the multiplicities of all poles of W in cr. 
Here the multiplicity of a pole A E C of W is the sum of the orders of poles 
at A of the diagonal entries in the Smith-McMillan fomm of W, and the 
multiplicity of a pole of W at infinity is the multiplicity of the pole of 
II(Z) = W(2-‘) at 0. 
We will call the .92(o)-module 
(1.2) 
a (discrete Zeft) zero module of W over cr. It is clear from the definition that 
2, is a torsion module. It is not difficult to show that 2, is finite-dimen- 
sional as a vector space over C. In fact, dime S, is equal to the sum of 
multiplicities of all zeros of W in rr, where the multiplicity of a zero of W at 
A E C is the sum of orders of zeros at A of the nonzero diagonal entries of the 
Smith-McMillan form of W, and the multiplicity of a zero of W at infinity is 
the multiplicity of a zero of II(=) = W(:- ‘> at 0. 
The (left) annihikutor of .Ym:(W) is the .%‘(a)-submodule of 2’ x”’ 
In fact, w o ’ is an 9-subspace of 9’ x”i, and so the degrees of vector 
polynomials in any minimal polynomial basis for W O’ are determined by 
W Or (see [IS]). They are called the Zeft Forney indices of W (see [l]). The 
left annihilator of W determines the column span (over 9) of W: 
This column span is also easily obtained from .<,%(W) as the smallest 
S-linear sut~space containing c4,( W). 
It is c1ea.r that .4,:,(W) uniquely determines the modules ./‘,, .Y<, and 
W Ol. However, the converse may fail. We show now that %/g, cYc, and w O’ 
do not determine .4,:,(W) complctcly. To this end, we define first an 
.9(a)-module 9,,, which is isomorphic to .Y. Let .Y+‘:‘~ ‘(VI’) he the 
C-linear sulxpace of .x9? “’ x ’ formed 1,~ functions ~vliich are analytic in C,\cs 
and \xnish at infinity. By partial.-fraction cspansions, .JA”‘x ’ has a direct-sum 
decomposition 
where all vector spaces arc over C. (Throughout the paper, \vc will ~rse the 
symbol “ i ” to denote a direct-sum decomposition of a vector space over C 
into C-linear subspaccs.) Let P,,< lx the projection of .(YPpftx ’ onto ,H”’ x (a”) 
.Jong gT ))I x 1 (CT). Let JJ,,. = P,,(.4,:(W)), and if 1~ E C4,,. and r E .&p(u), let 
r . h = P,,~(rh). Then ( cYl,7, .) is an .~#p( )- u mot II c \v ic i is isoinorphic to .%. 1 1 1 h’ .l 
In fact, the function 4 : c-FT -+ ,9,\- which sends h + [.(,:(W)n S&“‘x l(u)] to 
PC+(h) is an S(cr)-module isomorphism. \Z’e note that (.9\, , .) is a C-lineal 
subspacc of 2 )‘I x ’ 
We point out that <Ye:(W) n .v?“‘~ ’ (~1 is an .~(cT)-sul,modLIle of .A”’ x ’ 
which determines both _F( and W o ‘. Indeed, W o ’ is the A-linear sulxpace 
,,I x 1 of .& formed by elements which annihilate .P(W) n 9”‘x ‘(a), ant 1 
SC is determined by (1.3) and (1.2). Conversely, Y<,(W)n .9”‘X’(a) is 
determined 1)~ <-*ji and W o ’ as the kcrncl of a canonical map W&“x ’ n 
.9? “lx’(a) + .4.. 
Let .,6’ lx a C-linear sul~space of 9”’ x ‘(u) such that 
.~‘J’“‘(u) = ,,Yi [x,(w) n G?~“‘“‘(u)]. (1.4) 
The following decomposition of cYL< W) extends to the nonregular cast! the 
decomposition appearing in various forms in [ 131, [ 141, and [2]. 
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Proof. The proof is bed on a ai~llplc: geometric argument. Let x E 3,,., 
and let s E ,Ym(W) be such that x = PC+(s). Let ?I, be the projection of s - s 
onto ,X along c<r(W) n 92 “‘x1(~). Then s-s - y, E c<,(W)fl .Z”‘x’(~), 
so X + y, = s -(s - x - y,) E .4,(W). If y,, y2 E ,_,Y and s + y,, x + y, E 
.x,(W), then y, - y2 E .YV(W>n I $‘= (0). Thus, for every s E X,,. there is 
a unique y, E .,Y such that s + y, E .4,(W), and we can define a map 
T : .9,,- + c/ t ly putting T(N) = y,. It can I,c \,erified that the map T is 
C-linear. 
Now clearly (I + T),4,, n[.4,:,(W)n .M”‘X’(a)] = (0) and 
(z+T),~4,,,i[.~(w)n.~~ll”‘(a)] c.<,(w). 
Also, for ever) h E .er:(W) there exists f E 9,$- such that h - f E .Y#“‘~ ‘(a) 
and consequently h -(I + T)f E .(,(W)n .&‘“‘X’(a). Thus, 
The map T occurring in Theorem 1.1. is called the null-pole coupling 
operutor. It is unique once we fix , g’. my (IA), .Yr, ./‘$, 1%’ O’, and T 
determine <4,(W). It follows from Corollary 5.3 below that if a pole module 
cYr, a zero module <Y<, and W O’ are given, there may exist different maps T, 
such that the spaces defined by (15) are (d’ff 1 erent) null-pole suhspaces of 
some rational matrix functions W,. 
111 order to get a hcttcr insight into the nature of the null-pole coupling 
operator T, let 0 = WS” x I. Suppose u is a proper subset of C,, and choose 
A such that 9”’ x ’ = a@(,,, A. Let c/kl, be a C-linear s&pace of LR such that 
Let J( = A n ,R ‘lm “lx ‘((T). Since anv function h E 9”‘” ‘(~1 has ;I dcconlposi- 
tion lz,, + h,,, where h,, E A n & ;J1x ‘(CT> and h,, E fl n .Pflx Yc>, 
Let Pci : A”+ A; be the projection along L)Y., and let P,, : A + ,,+l be the 
projection along J$. Let T,, = P,,T and let Tc = PUT. Then T = T, + T,,, and 
the decomposition (1.5) becomes 
J’,(w) = (z + T(. + T,,)Y,,. i [c<(w) n .92~~lx ‘( CT)]. (1.6) 
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If W O’ = (0) then 4. = (0) and T = T,, is the operator known from the 
regular case. 
2. LEFT SPECTRAL TRIPLES 
We want to describe a left null-pole subspace of a function W E 9”‘X” 
in an analytic way. To achicvc this, we need a coordinate-wise description of 
the modules introduced in the previous section. We begin with the pole 
module S, or, more precisely, with the module 9,.. 
In [12], the definition of a pole pair of a regular rational matrix function 
over a subset of C has been extended to the nonregular case. An observable 
pair of matrices (C,, A,) of sizes k, X nrr and n,, X n, with a(A,) C cr is a 
right pole pair over IT for a function W E 9?“‘x’1 if 
(i) for every x E Cn=xi there exists a function 4 E .YU(W) such that 
C,(~-A,)~‘~-~(=)E.‘~“‘~‘(~), (2.1) 
(ii) for every function 4 E .4(W) there exists a vector x E C”-x’ such 
that (2.1) holds. 
It is clear fr3m properties (i) and (ii) of a right pole pair for W over u 
that the module .Y,,. can he characterized as follows. 
PROPOSI.~ION 2.1. kt CC,, A,) 1~ u right pole pair ocer u for a function 
W E &?“‘x”. Then 
~gU.={C,(,_-A,)-l~:x~C”-X’}, (2.2) 
where n, is the number of columns of A,. 
Equation (2.2) shows that a right pole pair for W over u determines 9;, 
completely. On the other hand, the module 9vb1 determines a right pole pair 
for W over u up to right similarity, where pairs (E, F) and (G, Ii) are right 
similar if G = ES and H = S-IFS for some nonsingular matrix S (see 
Proposition 1.3 in [12]). We note that the pairs (C,,A,) are well known in 
systems theory: if the function W is analytic in C,\u, then there exist 
matrices B and D such that 
W(z)= D+C,(z-A,)-‘B, 
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i.e., W(Z) is the transfer function of a linear system having C, as output map 
and A, as state operator. 
We describe the left annihilator of W by means of a triple of matrices 
7, = (A,, B,, D,), a left kernel triple for W. In this description, the matrix A, 
is a nilpotent matrix in the Jordan form and the pair (A,, B,) is controllable. 
If D, has IZ rows and A, = diag(J,, 12,. . , I,>, where Ji is the k i X k, Jordan 
block, let C,=[E, E, ... ET], where E, is an n X k, matrix with 1 at the 
(i, 1)th position and zeros elsewhere. Then (A,, B,,C,, 0,) is a minimal 
realization of the associated matrix polynomial Z’, of T,, that is, 
P,(z) = D, + C,(z-’ -A,)-‘&. 
The triple 7, is such that the rows of the associated matrix polynomial P, 
span W o ‘, they are orthogonal at infinity, and P, has no zeros in C. Any 
matrix polynomial with these three properties is called a left kernel polyno- 
mial for W. We note that the sizes of the Jordan blocks in A, coincide with 
the left Fomey indices of W. 
We define now an 2(a)-module which is isomorphic to the left zero 
module Y< of a function W E %“‘x”. By partial-fraction expansion, the 
C-vector space 2’ x”’ has a direct-sum decomposition 
where 3’ x”’ contains functions analytic on u and 9~x”‘(a“) contains 
functions which are analytic on u(’ and vanish at infinity. Let P,, be the 
projection of 2’x”’ onto 9~x”i(cr’) along .9P’x”‘(u). Then (9LX”‘(a’), .> 
is an .%?((T)-mod& with multiplication ‘I.” defined by 
I-. h = P,,, ( rh) 
for all r E&‘(V) and h ~92~~” (a’). Let EDF be a Smith-McMillan 
factorization of W, so that E and F are unimodular matrix polynomials and 
D is the Smith-McMillan form of W. Let k be number of nonzero entries of 
D (that is, the normal rank of W). Let cli be the ith diagonal entry of D, let 
E,betheithcolumnofE,andlet&, l,etheithrowofE-‘(i=1,2,...,k). 
Define an .%(a)-module homomorphism 4 : W%“rx’ n 9”ix’(~) + 
(94Lx”‘(a”), .) by +(E,)= P,+((l/d,)G), and let gw = Im4. Then h = 
CfGlriEi is mapped under I$ into 0 if and only if ri /<Zi E S(a) for 
i = 1,2,..., k, which happens if and only if h E W.9?‘*X’(a)n 9”‘x ‘(a). It 
follows that Ker 4 = S,< W) n 9”’ x ‘(a) and hence g;)M. = 2,. 
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We describe g?\\. in terms of a pair of matrices (A(, Br>, called a left null 
pair for W. Let A be the subspace of s?‘~“’ spanned (over .%‘) by the first 
k rows of E-‘, viz. G,, gZ,. , G,. Then (cf. Proposition 3.8, the definition of 
a left null pair, and Proposition 3.18 in [12]) th ere exists a pair of matrices 
(Al, B[), of sizes n6 X nj and ni X ml, respectively, such that 
6) if x E C’x”i, then for some h E A one has hW E .&‘X”(a> and 
x(2 - A<)-'B, -h(z) E 9’X”‘(a); (2.3) 
(ii) if /I E A and hW E 9?‘X’r(~), then (2.3) holds for some x E C’x”i. 
The pair (AS, BS) is one way to measure the discrete zero structure of W on 
the left side. Indeed, if h E A and hW E 92’““‘(a), then the poles of h in (T 
(if any) are canceled by the zeros of W. 
The pairs (AS, BS.) occur in systems theory. Marc specifically, if the 
function W is invertible and all zeros of W are contained in u, then there 
exist matrices C and D such that 
that is, W-‘(Z) is the transfer fimction of a linear system having A,, as state 
operator and B, as input map. 
The mod& y-‘\!. can be analytically described as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. L& W, A, gu-, und (AS, Bi) be us almce. Then 
Proof. Let x E C’ “‘i. WC show 
x.(2- A,)-‘B, E $‘Lt,. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
By Property (i) of (AS, BS), we have X(.Z 
h = Cf:=,ri&, such that hW E 9’X’r 
- A,)-‘B, = P,,c(h(z)) for some 
(a). So rid, E .9(a) (i = 1,2,. .., k), 
and hence h is contained in the image of 4. 
Conversely, suppose u E ;yu7. Then u = P,, (h), where h = Et= l rig for 
some r,,rB,...,rk such that C~=lridiEiE.~“‘X’((T). So hWE2’X’t(a). 
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Hence, by property (ii) of the pair (A[, B[), we have u E {X(Z - A,)-‘B, :x 
E c’ X”i}, n 
Let cYV be the pole module over (T c C of a function W E 9?“‘xf’. Then, 
as can be easily seen from the definition, there is exactly one module .Yw 
associated with W as defined in Section 1. In the language of pole pairs, this 
can be stated by saying that a right pole pair for W over (T is unique up to 
right similarity (cf. Proposition 2.1 above). The module .J?,~. determines the 
right pole structure of W over (T. The definition of the module y,,. 
resembles the definition of the module 9,,.. In contrast to .Y4,,., the module 
;-‘\\. need not be m~iquely determined by W, although it is isomorphic to the 
zero module ._4, which is uniquely detennined by W. This is connected 
with the nonuniqueness of the first factor in a Smith-McMillan factorization 
EDF of W and the consequent nonuniqueness of the space A in the 
definition of a left null pair. In the language of left null pairs, this can be 
expressed by saying that if W o ’ f (0) then left null pairs for W over u need 
not be left similar, where pairs (A, B) and (G, II) are left similar if C = SAS-’ 
and I1 = SB for some nonsingular matrix S. If the left annihilator of W is 
trivial, A = 9’ xf’L is unique and then the ~nodulc ;;ia7 is unique. For an 
analysis of the amount of nonuniqueness of a left null pair, see [ 11. 
Suppose W O’ Z(O), and let (A,, B,) 1 ,e an arbitrary left null pair for W 
over u, as defined in [U]. Then it follows from Lemma 3.16 in [12] that there 
exists a Smith-McMillan factorization I?DP of W such that if we replace E 
with B in the definition of ybV, above, we shall obtain the module 
(2.4’) 
Modules yu. and >LV are equal if and only if the pairs (AS, Bc) and 
(A,, B,) are left similar. It follows that we can identify modules ,;‘\+, with 
left null pairs (AS-, Bs) for W over (T or, more precisely, with equivalence 
classes of left-similar left null pairs for W over cr. 
The next proposition shows that a left null pair 71 for W over (T c C and 
a left kernel triple 7, d t e ermine the free module ,Yc,(W)n .9”‘X’(a). 
Consequently, TV and TV determine the zero module L/C of W over (T. 
PKOPOSIIX~N 2.3. Let (A&) b e u left null pnir for u function W E 
R ))lxn o2;er a subset u of C, and let gbv be as in (2.4). Then 
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Proof. If h E J,(w)n 9”‘x’(~), th en, by Proposition 3.18 in [12], 
(Z - Ab)-‘B,h(z) is analytic on (T. Hence, in view of Proposition 2.2, 
gh E .%?((T) for every g E <?I,, and h is a member of the set on the 
right-hand side of (2.6). 
Suppose h is a member of the set on the right-hand side of (2.6). Then, if 
di, Ei, 4 (i = 1,2,. , k) are as above, h = Cf= ,ridiEi for some r,, r2,. . , rL 
E 9. Since h E .9”‘x1(~) and th e columns of E, arc orthogonal on (T, we 
have ridi E &?(a> for i = 1,2,. .., k (cf. Corollary 2.4 in [12]>. So r, is 
analytic at every point A E (T where d, does not vanish. Suppose A E u is a 
zero of W of geometric multiplicity CL, and let d,_,, cl,_,+ ,, . ., (1, he the 
nonzero diagonal entries of the Smith-McMillan foml D of W which vanish 
at A to the orders lx-_@, lx_l, + ,, , I,, respectively. Then (Z - 
h)~‘“:~&k_j(~>W(;) is analytic on (T for j = 0, l,.. .,p. By property (ii) of 
(A<, B,), $jw contains functions 4k _~, 4k _~ + ,, . . . , cJk such that 4kp.i is the 
singular part of the Laurent expansion at A of (Z - A)-‘~-J&k_~j(~>. Then 
4k_J Ei is analytic at A whenever i z k - j. Since, by hypothesis, ~$~_~h E 
A?(a), rk_j is analytic at A for j = 0, 1,. . . , p. It follows that k E ,x,(W). n 
Proposition 2.3 can be expressed analytically as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. ,!_.& u c C, und let (Ai, Bs> 1 x a lefi null pair ocer u for u 
function W E 9”’ x”. Let r, be a left kernel triple fbr W, and let R be the 
subspace of 9” x ’ annihilated by the matrix polynomial ussociuted with 7,. 
Then 
C Res,=;,,(- -A,)-+@(;) = 0 
3,) t lr 
Proof. By Proposition 3.18 in [12], (Z - AS)-‘B,h(z) is analytic on (T 
whenever h E Y,(w)n 9Z""X1(a). So 
c Res;=;,,(: - A,)-‘&h(z) = 0 
z,, t (T 
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Let h be a member of the set on the right-hand side of the inclusion 
(2.7), and let %I+7 be th e module corresponding to (A{, BS) as in Proposition 
2.2. We may assume that A, is in Jordan form. After considering the rows of 
the matrix function (Z - A,)-‘B,, it is easy to see that gh E 9(a) for every 
ence, by Proposition 2.3, 11 E c<,p,(W) 
Er!ks,‘fl. 
and the inclusion (2.7) can 
> >1 1 n 
Let u CC and let W E 9”‘x’. Let .,t’ be a complement of <~<,CW )fl
.gjZ “lx’(a) in .9”‘x1(~), and let T : b,,. + .,Y be the coupling operator such 
that the equality (1.5) holds. If CC,, A,) IS a right pole pair and (A,, Bb) is a 
left null pair for W over u, let 
r= c Res,_,,,(;-A1)~‘Bi[hl(;) h,(z) ... h,,Jz)], (2.8) 
2,) E Cr 
where h,=T(C,(,--A,)~~‘ei)for i=1,2,...,n, (e, denotes here the stan- 
dard vector with 1 at the ith position and zeros elsewhere). The ni- X nsr 
matrix IY is called the null-pole coupling matrix associated with a right pole 
pair (C,, A,) and a left null pair (AS, BS-) for W over u. It is worthwhile to 
point out that r does not depend on the choice of .,V. Indeed, if ,F’ is 
another complement of -e,(W) n .A “‘“‘((T) in .S”‘x’(~) and ?’ is the 
associated coupling operator, then 
T(C,(z - A,)-’ ei)-7;(C,(--An)-‘e~)E~~(W)n.“‘x1(rr). 
Hence, hy Lemma 2.3, the right-hand side of (2.8) is equal to 
c Res,=,,,(=-Ai)-‘Bl[h,(;) h,(z) ... h,&)]_ 
3() E (T 
where h, = F,(C,(; - A,)-‘e,) for i = 1,2,. , n*. 
We show now that the null-pole coupling matrix can be defined in a more 
compact way. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (AS, Bs> be a left null pair of a function W E R”‘X” 
oeer a subset u of C, and let E be a subspace of .32’x”’ such that (A,, Br> is 
left-similar to a pair constructed from Taylor coefficients of functions con- 
tained in 8. Then, for ecery h E .9”‘x1(u) which is unnihilated by 8, 
c Res;=;<,(~ - A,)-‘B,h(z) = 0. 
z,, E CT 
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Proof. After multiplying both sides of the equality in question by a 
constant invertible matrix, we may assume that A, is in Jordan form and the 
rows of B, contain Taylor coefficients at the zeros of W in u of left null 
functions of W which are contained in E (see the definition of a left null pair 
in [4]). We may also assume that a(A<) contains a single point A. Then each 
row of (.z - A,)-‘B, contains the singular part at A of a function (z - 
A)-‘4,(z), where i is a positive integer and 4, E 5:. So, since 4iI~ = 0, each 
row of (z - A,)-‘B, is a sum of a function which annihilates h and ;I 
function which is analytic at A. Since h is analytic at A, the lemma fz!!r?ws. 
If A is a set in .%?‘x”’ (in 9 ,,, X I 1, we use the symbol A” to denote the 
subspace of 3 “’ x ’ (of 91x”‘) which annihilates A. Also, if TV is a left null 
pair for a function W E 3?‘t’x” over u c C, and A is such that 9 ’ x”’ = \V o ’ 
@v A and T( is left similar to a pair constructed from Taylor coefficients of 
functions in A, then we shall call A a subspace ussociated with rb. 
Lmd214 2.6. L.et r1 = (AS, B() with A, E C”I~“; be u left null puir.for n 
function W E .YP’“’ x ” ocer CT c C, and let A be un associatctl subspuce. 
Define @:.%?“lX1(a)~C”~X’ by 
Q(h)= c Res_=_ (z-A,)-‘B<h(z). - -0 
z,, t fr 
Then 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 in [12], s?“‘~’ = A” ~,(W9P”x’). Hence, by 
((X2), 
By Lemma 2.5, A” f~ & ‘~ “lx’(a) c Ker @,. So the result follows by Lemma 
2.4. n 
Let W, u, rl, and A be as in Lemma 2.6. Let Cl: = A” n .9”‘X’(a), and 
choose 4; such that 
We saw in Section 1 that if ,/t’= J$( i c/I$, then the associated coupling 
operator T splits into two parts, Tc : 9,. + 4 and T,, : Prv + 4,. In view 
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of Lemma 2.6, the null-pole coupling matrix is equal to 
l- = c Res;& - A;)-%,[ hi(=) h,(c) ... 
.Z,, t V 
where h, = T,,(C,(z - A,)-‘ei) E di (i = 1,2,. , n,). 
The ordered triple 
9s 
h,&)] > (2.9) 
(2.10) 
is called a left spectrul triple for W over cr, or a left a-spectml triple for W. 
Plainly, differeut right pole and left null pairs for W over u give rise to 
different left a-spectral triples for W. In particular, if we take (C,,A,)= 
(C,S,, S; ‘A,S,) and (A,, I?,) = (S,A,S,‘, S,B,) instead of CC,, A,) and 
(AS, B<), where S, and S, are any nonsingular matrices of appropriate sizes, 
we shall obtain the coupling matrix p = S,IS,. Thus, for any nonsingular 
matrices S, and S, of appropriate sizes, the triple 
= i(C,S,,S,‘A,S,),(S,A~S~‘,S~~~),S~rS~~ 
is a left a-spectral triple for W whenever TV as in (2.10) is. The triples T, 
and ?,% arc said to he similar. If the left annihilator of W is trivial, all left 
a-spectral triples for W are si milar. If W O’ # (O), W may have left null pairs 
over u which are not left similar. Then W will have left spectral triples 
which arc not similar. 
A left u-spectral triple and a left kernel triple for a function W determine 
completely the left null-pole subspace for W over u. 
TIIEOHEM 2.7. LA u c C, and let (CC,, A,),(A<, I?<), I) be u left spec- 
tral triple ouer u for u function W E .9Z”“x”. L.et r, be u left kernel triple for 
W, and let R he the subspace annihilated by the matrix polynomiul associated 
tl‘ith 7,. Then 
und c Res;=;,,(= - A,)-‘B&(z) = rr 
z. E u 
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Proof. Let f E .YV(W). By Proposition 2.1, the projection of f onto 
9 r” ‘(a’) along &@iflxl(g) is 
f,<(Z) = C,(; - AJ’X 
for some x E C”Tx’. Then f = (I + T)f,,, + f,, whcrc f, E t<,(W)n 
s,,,x I (a) and T has the properties listed in Theorem 1.1. By the definition 
of the null-pole coupling matrix, p= T(f,,) ‘: 15 a function such that f-E 
9 f”x ‘(a), f,, + f E *“,(W>, and 
c Res;=,,,(= - Ag))lBi.fc=) = IX. (2.12) 
Since f E fI, in view of Lemma 2.4 f is a member of the right-hand side of 
the eqality (2.11). 
Suppose now f is a member of right-hand side of the equality (2.11). 
Then f(z)= C,(Z - A,)-‘x + h(z) for some x E C”-x’ and some lz E 
&?“x’(cr). So f,<(~>= C,(Z -A,)-’ ‘. h x IS t c projection off onto .Y~x’(o“) 
along .9?“lX’(a). I n view of Proposition 2.1, f,, E 9,,., where <id,,- is the 
module defined in Section 1. By Theorem 1.1 and the definition of r, there 
exists a function f-E .9”‘x ’ (a) such that f,, + f~ .4,‘,(W) and (2.12) holds. 
Hence &=(f,t+h)-(f,r +f)~fiZ~X “lx ‘(a) and, by linearity, 
c Res,=;<,(~ - A;))??&) = 0. 
Z<, t V 
By Lemma 2.4, fi E .Yc(W>. So f E .4,:(W). n 
The characterization of .Yg,(W) in Th eorem 2.7 utilizes a left o-spectral 
triple for W. It is a coordinatewise counterpart of the basis-free description 
given in Theorem 1.1. 
3. PROPERTIES OF NULL-POLE COUPLING MATRICES 
Basic properties of right pole and left null pairs of a function W E 9Z”“x” 
over a subset u of C have been indicated in [12]. Now we show basic 
properties of a coupling matrix I. We derive first the Sylvester equation 
which F always satisfies. 
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THEORESI 3.1. y T,, = (CC,, A,),(A[, Bs>, I? is a Eeft spectml triplefor u 
function W E 9”‘x” oeer a subset u of C, then 
TA, - A$ = B,C,. (3.1) 
Proof. For notational convenience, we assume 0 E u. Let A be a 
subspace associated with (As, B<), let A( = A” n 92”lx ‘(a), and choose -4s 
such that w9’lx1 n .PxY~)= -4; i[.<,:(w>n .Wtxl(~)]. Let T,, :3,,. 
/ 
+ Jq and T,, : tit,. + J$ be such that (1.6) holds. Then, if f E Y4,,., we 
have M,(Z + Tc + T,,)f E i<‘(W), w h ere M; is the operator of multiplication 
by 2. so 
M,f+ M,T,.f + M,T;,f = g + T,.g + T,,g + h (3.2) 
for some :: E y,,. ;md IZ E ,YV(w> n .T?~~‘~~‘(cJ). Let P,< : SPxl + 
.$&?f’“‘(a“), P,:.~“‘X’~.~“‘X1(a), and ~~‘:W.~““ln~~“X1(rr)_,~~; 
be the projections along .%“““‘(a), 2’J (a’>, and -4: i[t<,(W>n 
.“R “lx ‘(a)], respectively. Th en the equality (3.2) implies that 
g = P,,M,f 
an d 
T,,:: = P ,,, ( P,M,f + M,T,,f). 
SO 
T,,P/Mzf - 9 ,<,M;T,,f = 9 ,,,P,M;f 
for every f ~9~~~. Define G’:9”‘x1(o)+C’i~x’ and @:C”ixl -+.Fbr, by 
83(h) = C;,,,, R~s~_~,,(z - Ac)p1B6h(z) and @(.r> = C,(z - A,)-‘x. Then 
B and B are linear operators and 
(3.3) 
for every x E C’wx’. Now P,,,M_B = 6A, and P,M_@ = C,. Also, by 
Lemma 2.6, 89 $,,M:T,, = PM,T,,-= ~~2~8 and 89 ,,,Cix = #C, = B,C,. 
Thus, (3.3) implies 
for every x E CnllX1. Since, by (2.9), sYT,,@ = r, the equality (3.1) follows. 
n 
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Below, we shall need the following lemma. 
LEU\IA 3.2. Let W, E .9”‘x”~ and W, E R”‘X”z he functions with left 
spectral triples over a subset u of C equal to (CC,, A,),(AS, B,), I’,) and 
((C,,A,),(A6, B{), r,), respectively. [f WI:2 “‘x’(~)c w,.~+~‘(u), then 
r1 = r,. 
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose JYl f r,, and let s,, be a 
constant vector such that l’,x,, # r,,,,. By Lemma 3.2.2 in [4], there exists a 
function (f, E 9”’ x ‘(0) such that 
c Res,=,,,(= - A;)-‘B&(z) = r,q, 
z,, E I7 
We will utilize xg and 4 to exhibit a function $ E W,.9?“’ x ‘\WZ%“‘2x ‘. 
Let P, be a left kernel polynomial of W,, and let A, be the row span 
(over 9) of the matrix polynomial P,. By Lemma 3.16 in [12], there exists a 
subspace A, of 9’x”‘, oi-thogonal to A, on u, such that the pair (AS, BS) is 
left similar to a pair constructed from Taylor coefficients of functions in A,. 
By Corollary 2.6 in [12], there exists a subspace A:,, orthogonal to A, + A, 
on (T, such that 
that is, A~ is orthogonal on (T to Ai + A, (i f j, i f k, j + k). Let 
f4=(A,+A:$, %=(A,+A,f, fl,l=(R,+A,)o, 
where ( * > ’ denotes the subspace of 9”’ x ’ which is annihilated by * . 
Then, by Theorem 2.8 in [12], 
Let 4i E sli (i = 1,2,3) be such that 4 = 4, + 4e + +,. By Proposition 4.3 
in [12], 4, E 9 “lx’(a) (i = 1,2,3). Let U;E 0, be such that P,[C,h - 
A,)-lx,, + w] = 0. Since P,C,(z - A,)-‘x,, E s”‘x’(c+) (see Proposition 
4.1 in [12]>, by Proposition 4.6 in [12] we have 1(; E 9”rX1(u). Hence 
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w + cf$ E 9t”x’ (a) and I&> = C,(z - A,)-‘x,, + w(z)+ 6Jz) E Ker I”. 
Also, by Lemma 2.5, 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, + E W’9”‘x I(u). 
It remains to show 4 E WS_%“‘2x ‘((T). Let 9P,““x ‘(a’) denote the set of 
m x 1 rational vector functions which are analytic on the complement of u 
and vanish at infinity. Then 
where all vector spaces are over C. Since the pair (C,, A,) is observable, by 
Lemma 3.2.2 in [4] the function x + C,(z - A,)-‘x is an injection CQx’ + 
9~‘,““‘(ac). Therefore the function u: + 4, in the definition of 4 is unique 
and, by the choice of xc,, 
$E C,(z-A,)-‘x+/r(z) 
1 
:x is a constant vector, h E 99”‘x’( a), and 
c Res;=;,,(z - A,)-‘B,h( z) = T,x 
;,, E V ) 
So, by Theorem 2.7, I,!I @ W~9”~X’(a). n 
Lemma 3.2 implies the following uniqueness property of null-pole cou- 
pling matrices. 
TIIEOREM 3.3. Let W, E 9”‘x”’ urul W, E .9”‘x”2 he functions with 
the same left kernel triple and with lefi spectral triples oz-er a subset CT of c 
equal to (CC,, A,),(AI, Bs>, r,> and (CC,, A,),(A<, Bc>, I,>, respecticely. 
Then WI9 “IX’(a)= W2.9’~~x’(~) $and only if r, = re. 
Proof. If I, = I,, then W19”‘x’(u)= W. .9’Qx’(u) by Theorem 2.7. 
If W’9”lx’(a> = Wz9?n2X ‘(a>, then I, = I, <y Lemma 3.2. n 
Theorem 3.3 has the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. LA T,~ be u lej? spectral triple of u function W E 9’r,‘Xrr 
over u subset u of C. L.et ‘T, be u left kernel triple of W. Then u rutionul 
mutrix function H has the same left null-pole subspace over u if and only if r, 
is a left a-spectral triple und r, is a left kernel triple of H. 
Let u c C, and let W, H E 9”‘x” be functions such that W = HQ for 
some Q with Q,Q-’ E .9’lx”(u). Such f unc Ions are said to be right >t’ 
equivalent on u. It is shown in [ll] that W and I1 are right equivalent on (T 
if and only if W = HQ, and H = WQ2 for some Q,,Qz E .Y?“~“((T), which 
happens if and only if x,(W) = .x,‘,(H). Corollary 3.4 characterizes right 
equivalence on u in terms of spectral data. 
Let W E $g)JfiX,l be a function with the normal rank k, and let (C,,A,) 
and (AS, Ba> be right pole and left null pairs for W over a subset (T of C. 
Choose a Smith-McMillan factorization EDF of W, and let D be a function 
formed by the first k colunms of D. Let A be a subspace associated with 
(A<, B(). Find a basis (vl, v2,. ., v,J for the subspace of 9”‘x’ annihilated 
by A such that the function [c, c2 . . . cK] has neither zeros nor poles in 
a(A,)u (T(A&. Let 
(3.4) 
Then W, is a regular rational matrix function with (C,, A,) as a right pole 
pair and (Ac, BS.) as a left null pair over a(A,)U u(Ag) (cf. Proposition 3.10 
in [12]). It follows from Lemma 3.2 that if r is the mdl-pole coupling matrix 
associated with the right pole pair (C,,A,) and a left null pair (A,, BS) of 
W, over u, then T,, = (CC,, A,),(A(, BS), r> is a left u-spectral triple for W. 
Thus, a null-pole coupling matrix associated with a right pole pair CC,, A,) 
and a left null pair (AS, BS.) for W over u can be computed as follows: 
1. Find M!p: as in (3.4). 
2. Find WE which is right equivalent to W, on u(A,)U u(A<) and has 
value I at infinity. 
3. Find a minimal realization (A, B,C, I> for tib:, and compute r as in [6], 
Chapter 4. 
The computations involved may be, however, extensive. 
4. L%u)-SUBMoDULES oF2iPX1 
Let u be a subset of C,, and let S be an 9(u)-submodule of 9”‘x1. 
We are interested in the question when there exists a rational matrix function 
with S as a left null-pole subspace. In order to understand the problem 
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better, we need to introduce some terminology. We shall say that S has a 
pole at a point A if A E u, some function in S has a pole at A, and, for some 
integer k, all functions in (z - A)kS are analytic at A. We shall say that S has 
an essential singularity at A if for each integer k the set (.z - A)kS contains 
functions with a pole at A. 
If (T c C,, we continue to denote by F’,, the projection of 9f”x1 onto 
9 yx’(o(‘> along 97’1x1(o). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. IRt u be a subset of C, and let S be an S(o)-sub- 
module of .T%?“‘~ ’ with a finite number of poles and without essential 
singularities. Then there exists an observable pair of matrices (C,, A,), of 
sizes m X n, and n, X n,, such that u(A,) C u and 
P,,(S)=(C,(~J-A,)~‘X:~EC”~~‘}. (4.1) 
Proof. We adapt the construction of a canonical set of pole functions for 
a given rational matrix function from [3] to a module setting. Let 
w,, w2,. . . , w, be the poles of S. We can choose a function 4, E S which has 
a pole at wi of maximal possible order. Inductively, suppose we have chosen 
functions 41, 4?, . . . , 411 E S such that [41(z)l;=,,,...,[4,(=)12=,, are lin- 
early independent, where [4(~>];=~ d enotes the leading coefficient in the 
Laurent expansion of 4 at A. If span([4,(~,)1,=,~,,[4,(,-)1,=,,,, . ,[4i(=)1z=,,,) 
contains the leading coefficients in the Laurent expansions at wi of all 
functions in S which have a pole at wi, we take 77 = i and we stop. 
Otherwise, choose a function 4i+i E S such that [4i+I(~)Iz=lcl E 
span{[4,(~;)];=,,,[4,(=)1,=,,,...,[4i(->1,=,,} and 4i+i has a pole at wl of 
maximal possible order. Now since C “I~ ’ is finite dimensional, the process 
must terminate after finitely many steps. Let S(4i, W,) denote the multiplic- 
ity of a pole of a function 4i at wi, and let 4ij denote the jth coefficient in 
the Laurent expansion of 4j at wi (i = 1,2,. .‘,q). Let 
and let 
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where J,(w,> denotes the Jordan block matrix of the size j x j with W, on 
the diagonal. 
Similarly, construct matrices C, 
Put C, = [C,, Crs 
, Art for each pole u;~ of S (i = 2,3,. . , v). 
. . . C,“], and’ A, = diag(A,,, A,,, . . , A,,,). Let n, be 
an integer such that the size of the matrix A, is nT X n,. It follows from 
construction that a(A,) c u. Since the set ([4;(~>],_,,, : i = 1,2,. , q} is 
linearly independent, the pair CC,,, A,,) is observable (cf. Theorem 3.1 in 
[3]). Similarly, the pairs CC,,, A,,) (i = 2,3,. . . , v) are observable. Hence the 
pair (C,,A,) is observable. It remains to show that (4.1) holds. 
It follows from the construction of (C,,A,> that for cvcry x’,, E C”mx 
there exists c$ E S such that 4 - C,(Z - A,)-‘s,, E .A”‘“‘(a). We need to 
show that for every 4 E S there exists -T(, E C”-x’ such that $J - C,(Z - 
A,)-%,, E .%“““‘(a). \V e may assume without loss of generality v = 1. Let 
4 E S be a function which has a pole at zu 1 of order y, and let 4,, 4,, , 411 
be as in the construction of (C,,,A,,). Then [4(~>],=,,, E span([4,(=>];_,,,, 
[42(z)1;=fc ,>...> [~i(z)]__lu,}, where i is such that S(4i, w,) > y. Since the 
columns of C,(Z - A,I)p’ contain the singular part at ZL‘, of frmctions 
(2 - t+#&> \o <j<6(4,,u:,)-11, we can choose a vector x,EC”~x’ 
such that a($(,-)-- C,(Z - A,)-‘x,, w,) < y. So the assertion follows by 
induction on c?(4). n 
The pair (C,,A,) reflects the pole structure of the module S. We 
describe now the annihilator of S, which wc denote by S O. Thus, 
S” ={fE.gJ’X”’ :fg=oVgES’). 
hOPOS~-rlON 4.2. LA u be u suhet of C, und let S be un .12(a)-sub- 
module of 9”’ x ‘. Then there exists a matrix polynomiul P,, without zeros in 
C, whose roux spun So (over S?) aid are orthogonul ut infinity. Moreover, 
if S has u finite number of poles und no essentiul singularities, and (C,, A,) is 
such thut (4.1) holds, then the function P,(z>C,(z - A,)-’ is unulytic on C. 
Proof. Since S o is a subspace of .991x”‘, we can find a minimal 
polynomial basis {vl, Go,. , cx} for S O. Let P, be the matrix polynomial with 
rows D,,c~ ,..., ok. The orthogonality of the columns of P, at infinity, and the 
fact that P, has no zeros in C, follow from the properties of minimal 
polynomial bases proved in [18]. To see that the function P,(z)C,(z - A,)-’ 
is analytic on C, note that each column of C,(Z - A,)-’ contains the 
singular part at a pole of S of some function c$ E S, and, by the definition of 
P,, P,cp = 0. n 
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Let CT and S be as above, and let S(A) denote the complex vector space 
formed by the values at a point h of functions in S which are analytic at A. 
We shall say that S has a zero at A if A E u and 
dims(A) < _;y dims(;). 
I _ 
PH~P~SITI~~ 3.3. L.et u be a subset of C, und let S be un .99(a)-sub- 
module vf 2% “’ x ’ with u finite number of zeros. Then there exists u contrd- 
luble puir of mutrices (AS, Br> such thut a(Ao C u und, if P, E 2?4kx1r’ is u 
matrix polynonziul us in Proposition 4.3 und cr(A<) = (A,, A,, , A,.}, the puir 
Arlk 
is cnntrollulde and 
B, 
PA A,) 
P,(b) 
P,(A,-) 
(4.2) 
P,h = 0 und c Res,=,,,(= - AS)-‘B5h(z) = 0 (4.3) 
Z,) E (r I 
Proof. In order to construct the pair (A,, BS-), we adapt to the module 
setting the construction of a canonical set of null functions for a given regular 
rational matrix functions in [3]. By Corollary 2.6 in [12], there exists g such 
that 9’x”‘=So@fl,. Let z~,z~ ,..., Z@ be the zeros of S. Using the same 
notation as in [12], we will denote by l1411Z=A the number 0 if 4 = 0, or, if 
4 # 0, the number ey, where y is an integer such that (Z - A)Y4(~) is 
analytic and nonzero at A. Proceeding as in the construction of CC,, A,) 
above, choose functions 4,, 4,, ,4,, E S such that 
(a) [$Jz)]~ =_,, [&(=)I_=.:,, . . .,[~,(z>I,=~, are linearly independent, 
(b) C:=,l14illZ=Z, is maximal subject to condition (a>, 
(c) ll~,llz=zl <ll~211~=;, G . . . < 114,,11;=;,. 
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Let 7 be such that 4i has a zero at =I if and only if I < i < 7. Choose 
a Smith-McMillan factorization EDF of the rational matrix function 
[4, 42 ... 4,], and let 4i be the projection of the i th row of E- ’ onto B 
along S” (i=1,2,..., q). By Proposition 4.6 in [12], qGl,(clq,. .,+!I,, are ana- 
lytic at z,. Let Ei be the multiplicity of the zero of +i at Z, (i = I,2,. ,771. 
For i= 1,2,..., 77 let I,!I~~ be the jth coefficient in the Taylor expansion of $J, 
at z1 (that is, I)&) = X7= I~j-l~ij). We put 
A,, = 
I,,(--,) 
J&I) 
and B,, = 
Similarly, construct a pair of matrices (AS,, Bi,) for the zero zi of S (i = 
2,3,. , ~1. We put 
A, = I> B, = 
Since a(AS)={~,,z,,...,,-, } is the set of zeros of S, a(A[) c cr. To show 
that the pair (AS, Bs) is controllable, we assume without loss of generality 
that p = 1. Now the pair (ASI, BS,) is controllable if and only if the vectors 
&(Z,), &(ZIX.. .,4,(q) are linearly independent. But, in view of Proposition 
4.4 in t121, t/~~(z~X$,(z,>, . . . . * (2,) 
E-‘(zl) along the subspace of C”l x”’ 
are projections of the first 17 rows of 
equal to the span of the last m - n rows 
of E-‘(z,). So they must be linearly independent. Thus, the pair (AS, Br> is 
controllable. Also, by the choice of E, the pair (4.2) is controllable. It 
remains to show that (4.3) holds. 
Let h E S n S?‘f’x ‘(a). Then, plainly, P,h = 0. We show that (Z - 
A,)-‘B,h(z) is analytic on u. For simplicity, we will show that (Z - 
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A,,)-‘B,lh(~> is analytic at z,. Since the rows of (Z - A,,)-‘B,, contain the 
singular parts at Z, of functions (Z - Zi)-j$JZ) (1 < i < 7, 1 G j < li>, it 
suffices to show that IJJ~(z)~(z) vanishes at Z, to order at least li (i = 
1,2,. . ,T). If h vanishes at 2, to order at least I,, there is nothing to prove. 
Let 1~ y < 77 be the largest integer such that h vanishes at Z, to order less 
than 2,. Ry the construction, [h(~)]~=,~ is contained in span([4j(:)]Z_Z,, 
[4j+ lk)lr=_,>. . .> [ t$,I(z)]-_=_,}, where j > y is such that h vanishes at Z, to 
order at least Zj. Choose numbers (pi, (Ye,. . , a7 and integers pi, pz,. , p, 
such that 
h,(z) = h(z) - k ai(z - ~,)‘,4~ 
i = .j 
vanishes at pi to a greater order than h(z) does. Then $ih vanishes at Z, to 
the same order as t,!~~h, (i = 1,2,. .., y ). It follows by induction that t,+Gih 
vanishes at ;, to order 1, (i = 1,2 ,..., 77). Thus, ZZI,E,ResZ=Z,,(~ - 
Al)-iBSh(-) = 0, and one of the two inclusions claimed in (4.3) is estab- 
lished. 
Suppose now h E 9”’ x ’ (a) is such that Ph = 0 and 
c Res,=;,& - A<)-‘B,h(z) = 0. 
;,, E v 
We need to show h E S. Let EDF be the Smith-McMillan factorization of 
the function [4, 42 . . . 4,,] introduced above. Then k + n = m, and the 
bottom k rows of E - ’ span 9. Indeed, each of the first n columns of E is 
contained in S, so S” is a subset of the span of the bottom m - n rows of 
E-l. Since the last m - n columns of E do not contain functions from S, 
each of the bottom m - n rows of E -’ is contained in S”. Thus, S” is equal 
to the span of the bottom m - n rows of Ep’, as asserted. Consequently, h is 
a linear combination over 9 of the first n columns of E. Call the columns of 
the function ED W,, WZ,. , W,,. Then W,, W,, . . . , W, E S, and, after dividing 
each Wi by a scalar polynomial, we may assume (Z - h)-‘Wi(~) P S for all 
i= 1,2 ,..., nandallhEa.Letr,,r, ,..., r,E9besuchthath=C~=ir,Wi. 
We assert that ~i,r~,..., r,, E .@(a). Indeed, since h E LPrnX’(~), ri is 
analytic at h E u whenever W, does not have a zero at A (i = 1,2,. . , n). 
Suppose Wi vanishes at A for some i E {1,2,. . . , n} and some A E u. Since 
W,lz=,, WJz=* >...> wnl;;* are linearly independent and, by dimension 
count, span S(A), s has a zero at A. For the sake of definiteness, 
assume A = t2 and let C,,$,, . .,qS,, be the functions used to construct 
(A{,, BJ,). Let l%$ be a Smith-McMillan factorization of the function 
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M, Q, .‘. c$,,], and let V,,V,, .,V,, be the columns of I%. Then 
[ w, w, . . . w,, ] = [ v, v, . . . v,) ] Q 
for some regular rational matrix function Q such that Q, Q-’ E .9?“x”((.zS}>. 
Then, if ri has a pole at Z” for some i E (1,2,. , PI), 
Res;=;,( = - Arl) -‘Bc2 
r r,(z) ’ 
[W,(z) W2(;) “. W,,(;)] r2y) 
I I, r,S;) 
= Res;=;,( z - A<,) - ‘B, 
1 
! [V,(=) V,(=) 
\ 
YL(4]V(4 
r,(z) 
rd=> I! I; r,,(;> 
# 0. 
Consequently, 
a contradiction. Thus ri E &?(a> for i = 1,2,. , n, and, since 11 is a linear 
combination of functions in S with coefficients equal to r,, r2,. . ., r,,, it 
follows that h E S. So the equality (4.3) holds. n 
We show now that any 9(a)-submodule of .92’“‘x’ which has a finite 
number of zeros and poles, and does not have essential singularities, can be 
described as in (2.11). 
TIWOREM 4.4. Let u be a subset of C, and let S be an 9(a)-submodule 
of s?“, x ’ with a finite number of poles and zeros and without essential 
singularities. Then there exist nonnegative integers n,, ni, k; matrices C, E 
C “‘x%, A, E C”&“W, A, E CncX”c, B, E C”cx”‘, r E C”~X”~; and a matrix 
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polynomiul I’, E Skx”’ such that 
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S= C,(~-AA,)-~x+h(~):.r~C”~X1,h~~“‘X1(,),and 
1 
c Res;=_(z - A,)-‘B,h(z) = TX} 
s,, E fr 
n{f~9?~~~X’ :P,,f=O}, (4.4) 
and 
(i) the pair (C,, A,) is observuble und a(A,) CU; 
(ii) the pair (AS, BI) is controllable und a(A<) c (T; 
(iii) the matrix polynomial P, has no zeros in C, und the rows of P, we 
orthogonal at injnity; 
(iv) the rational matrix function P,(z>C,(z - A,)-’ is unulytic on C; 
(v) ifa(Ac)=Ih,,A, ,..., A,1 und 1, is the k X k identity matrix, the pair 
I- A, 
A,1k 
A,l, 
is controlluble; 
(vi) TA, - A,T = B,C,. 
Proof. By Propositions 4.1-4.3, there exist pairs of matrices (C,,A,) 
and a matrix polynomial P, which satisfy conditions (i)-(v). We define now 
the matrix r. Let ei E Cnnxl be the vector with 1 in the ith position and O’s 
elsewhere. It follows from the construction of (C,,A,) that for every 
i = 1,2,...,n, there exists a function 4i E 9”‘xr(cr) such that C,(z - 
A,)-‘ei + 4i(z> E S. Let 
If we choose functions 6, E 9’“‘lx ‘(a) (i = 1,2,. , n,) such that C,(z - 
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A,)-‘ei + &Jz) E S, then, for i = 1,2,. . ., n,, 4, - ci E S f’ LZ”‘x’(~). So, 
by Proposition 4.3, 
c R~s;=~,,(= - AS)-rBi[ 4,(z) - &(=> . . . k,_<d - &t&d] = 0, 
z,, E CT 
and P is well defined. 
We show that r satisfies the equality (4.4). Let f E S. Then, by Proposi- 
tion 4.1, there exists a vector rf E CnmX’ and a function h, E 9”lx ‘(a) 
such that 
By the definition of P, 
c Res;=;,,(z - A5)-+3$+) = TX.,. 
z,, E D 
Plainly, P,,f = 0. Thus, S is a subset of the right-hand side of (4.4). 
Suppose now a function f(z) = C,(z - A,)-‘x.~ + h,(z) is a member of 
the right-hand side of (4.4). Then 
c Res,,,,,(z - A,))‘B,h,(z) = TX,. 
i,, E g 
By the construction of (C,,A,), th ere exists a function 4(z) = C,(z - 
A,)-‘xf + h,(z) E S. Since S is contained in the right-hand side of (4.41, 
Therefore 
c Res,_,~,(=-Ag)-‘Bg[hf(;)-ho(;)]=O. 
Z” E (+ 
Since P, f = 0 and P,4 = 0, PK(hf - h,) = 0, and it follows by Proposition 
4.3 that f - 4 E S. So f E S and (4.4) is established. 
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We show now that r satisfies condition (vi). Let x E C”mx ’ be arbitrary. 
By the construction of (C,, A,), there exists a function h E ~22”~ ‘(a) such 
that I?(Z) = C,k - A,)-‘x + h(z) E S. Since S is an 9(a)-module, zk(:) 
= C,k - A,)-‘A,x + C,x + zh(z) is a member of S. Hence, by (4.4), 
c Res;_(z - AS)-‘B6h(z) = TX 
z,, E w 
(4.5) 
and 
c Res,=,,,(= - A,))‘B,[C,x + zh(z)] = TA,r. (4.6) 
Since a(A<) E (T, the equality (4.6) implies 
B,C, = TA,x - c ResZZZo(z - Ag)-‘Bgzh(z) 
z,, E v 
= TA,x- c Res,_,~l(;-AS)-lAiB,h( ,z) - c RestZGo B,h( z) 
Z,jEU z. E IT 
= TA,x -A, c ResZZZO(Z - AS)-‘Bch(z) 
z,, E D 
Substituting (4.5) into the preceding equality, we get 
B&x = TA,x - A$. 
Since x E Cnwxl was arbitrary, condition (vi) follows. n 
Theorem 4.4 shows that every G?(o)-submodule of 9”lx1 with a finite 
number of poles and zeros, and without essential singularities, can be 
described as in (4.4). The converse statement is also true. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let u be a subset of C, let n,, ni, k, m be integers, and 
suppose matrices C, E C’nx”v, A-Ecn~xn~, A, E C”cXnl, B, E CncXtn, r E 
CV”,, and a matrix polynomial P, E .GPkx”’ satisfy conditions (i)-(vi) in 
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Theorem 4.4. Then 
S= C,(,-AA,)-‘x+h(~):x~C’~~x’,h~.~“’X’(u),c~nrl 
( 
c Res,=,,,(~ - A,)-$h(=) = Tx 
-,,e5 
n{fE.wx :P,f=O) 
is an 9?(u)-submodule of 9”’ x ’ with u finite number of poles uncl zros and 
without essential singularities. Moreor;er, 
(i) P,,.(S) = {C,(Z - A,)p’x :x E C”-x’), 
(ii) Ker P, is the .9?-linear subspace of 99”‘x’ generuted by S, 
(iii) S n 9”‘x’(a) = (h E &?“~x’(~): P,h = 0 cud 
AL)-‘B,h(z> = 01, 
C;,,,, ResZZZl,(= - 
(iv) there exists A such that 2’x”L = A @m(.9Z’XkPK) and 
and c ResZ=;i,(;-Ai)-‘Bih(=)=rx =Si[A” n.9?7”‘X’(a)] 
Z(] E rr I 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1 in [4], the set 
c Res;=;,,(=, - A,)-‘B,h(z) = TX 
;,, t c7 
is an 9(o)-submodule of .9?“‘X’. Since each .%-linear subspace of LZ”‘~’ 
is, in particular, an 9(a)-submodule of 9i”x ‘, S is an intersection of two 
%(a)-submodules of LZ”“~‘. So S is an 9(a)-submodule of 9”lx ‘. Since 
poles of S are eigenvalues of A,, and zeros of S are eigenvalues of A,, S has 
a finite number of poles and zeros. Plainly, S has no essential singularities. 
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To see that (ii) holds, let 4,,42,. , c#J,, he the functions which span 
Ker P,. Then there exist scalar polynomials cl’, c/z,.. .,Y,, such that Yi+i E 
,g ,!1 X I 
(a) and 
for all i = 1,2,. . , n. So {y,4; : 1 < n) C S. 
We now show (iv>. By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 3.16 in [12], there exists 
A such that 9’x”’ = A @~(9’xkP,J and th e pair (AS, Bb) is left similar to a 
pair constructed from Taylor coefficients of functions in A. Hence, if x E 
C’X”b, there exists 1; E A such that h - x(z - A,)-‘B, E .%?‘x”l(u). If f E 
A” n .%?“lx ‘(a>, then hf= 0 and so x(z - AS)-‘Bif(z) E 9(a). Conse- 
quently, 
S i [A0 n .9F’(,)] 
and C Res,=;,,(z - A;)-‘Uih(z) = TX 
ZI, E fl 
Let f be a member of the set on the right-hand side of (4.7). By Proposition 
4.6 in [12], f = fK,,,- + fko, where fl<c.r E Ker P, and fzO E A” n .%?‘“‘X’(a). 
Then 
c Rcs;=;,,(z - AS)-‘BJ-,0(z) = 0 
z,, E V 
and hence fl<<,,. E S. It follows that the inclusion (4.7) is an equality. 
We now show (ii). It follows immediately from the definition of S that 
P,,(S)c(C,(=-A,)~‘x:xEC”-~‘}. (4.8) 
Let x E Cnrx’ be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.2.2 in [4], there exists h, E 
9 “Ix ‘(a) such that 
c Res;=,,,(z - A5)-‘Blh,(z) = TX. 
Z(, t (T 
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By (iv), 
where fAO E A” n 9 “‘X’(a) and fKVr E S. So 
and (ii) follows. 
It remains to show (iii). By Theorem 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.3.7 in [4], 
c Res,=,,& - A,))+(;) = I.\ 
Z,, E I7 
(a): c Res;==,,(= - AS)-‘B,h(;) = 0 
3,) E G- 
So (iii) follows from (iv). W 
The results of this section for the regular case are presented in Chapter 
I4 of [6]. There the hypothesis that the module has a finite number of poles 
and zeros, and no essential singularities, is expressed in terms of dimensions 
of vector spaces over C. Indeed, S has a finite number of poles and no 
essential singularities if and only if 
dim& P,, S) < 03, 
where P,< denotes the projection of 9”’ x ’ onto 9: x ‘(a’) along 9”’ x ‘(a). 
The module S has a finite number of zeros if and only if 
dim, 
R n sPX1(~) 
s n glmxl(,) cm> 
where R is the subspace of ~22’~‘~~ generated by S. Also, the pole pair 
(C,, A,) and the null pair (AS, Bs) are defined in a more coordinate-free 
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form as linear transformations with A, acting on the pole module and A, 
acting on the zero module. 
5. EXISTENCE OF FUNCTIONS WITH A GIVEN 
NULL-POLE SUBSPACE 
Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 imply that S?(u)-submodules of ~2”‘~ 
with a finite number of poles and zeros, and without essential singularities, 
are precisely the sets described as in the formula (4.4) by matrices and a 
matrix polynomial which satisfy conditions (i)-(vi). By Proposition 4.1 in [12] 
and by Theorem 3.1 above, the left spectral triple 7, = (CC,, A,), (AS., Br), JY) 
of a rational matrix function W over u, and a matrix polynomial P, associated 
with a left kernel triple TV = (A,, B,, OK>, necessarily satisfy conditions 
(i)-(vi) in Theorem 4.4. Therefore the question of the existence of a rational 
matrix function with a given .:&(a)-submodule of 9”‘x’ as a left null-pole 
subspace over (T can he refonnulated as follows: when does there exist a 
rational matrix function W with T,~ as a left spectral triple over u and T, as a 
left kernel triple? Before answering this question, we need to prove the 
following auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 5.1. Z..et u Cc, und suppose 7, = (CC,, A,), (AS, Bc), I’> and a 
matrix polynomial P, satisfy conditions (i)-(vi) in Theorem 4.4. Let 
S= C,(,--AA,)~lx+h(=):x~C”~x’, hE.@“‘X’(a), and 
i 
c Res:=_,,(= -A<)-%&) = TX 
s,, E c I 
n (f E 2Px1 : p,f = o}. 
und let W be a rational matrix function with S us u left null-pole subspuce 
ouer cr. Then r,, is u left spectrul triple for W ooer u, and P, is u left kernel 
polynomial for W. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that W has full column 
rank. The fact that P, is a left kernel polynomial for W follows from Theorem 
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4.5. To show the other assertion, let A be as in Theorem 4.5. Choose a 
minimal polynomial basis (c 1, 02,. , ck} for no, and let 
wfi;=[w c, 62 ... VX]. 
By Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 in [4], T,, is a left a-spectral triple for W,,:. 
Hence, plainly, (C,, A,) is a right pole pair for W over (T, and (As, B<> is a 
left null pair for W over uT. So, by Lemma 3.2 above, T,~ is a left a-spectral 
triple for W. H 
We can now prove the following result. 
TIIEOREM 5.2. Let u c C, und suppose m&rices C, E C”‘x”-, A, E 
C ,,,xIl, , A, E C”C~‘%-, B, E C”ix”‘, A, E C%x%, B, E C”xx”‘, D K 6 Ckx,J, 
are such that 
(i> the pair CC,, A,) is observable and v(A,) c u, 
(ii) the pair (A<, B,) is controllable and a(A[) c u, 
(iii) the pair (A,, B,) is controllable, A, is a nilpotent Jordan matrix with 
at most k blocks, and the matrix polynomial E’, associated with (A,, B,, 0,) 
has the Smith-McMillanform [I 01, 
(iv) theficnction Z’,(z)C,(.z - A,)-’ is analytic on C, 
(v) if~(A~)={A,,h, ,..., A,} andI, is the k X k identity mutrix, the puir 
is controllable. 
Let r be a solution of the Sylvester equation 
XL‘& - A,X = B,C,. 
Then there exists a left-invertible function W E 9?“‘x(“r--K) with (A,, B,, 0,) 
as a left kernel triple and T,~ = (CC,, A,), (AS, Bg), I? as a left u-spectral 
triple. 
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Proof. We may assume u(A,)u a(AS) # 0. Let P be a matrix polyno- 
mial associated with the triple (A,, B,, 0,). For the sake of definiteness, we 
assume that the size of P is k X m. Define S,, by 
S N’<, C,(=.-A,)-‘x+h(=):h~.~“l~‘(a) 
and c Res;=,(,(; - A,)-‘B,h(;) = TX 
s,, E i7 I 
n{feF :Pf=O}. (5.1) 
By Theorem 4.5, S M,r, . is an .4/P(a)-mod&. Clearly S,,,<, is a submodule of the 
.9?( (T )-module 
and c Res;=,,,(= - A,)-‘B<h( 2) = I’n- 
3(, t lr 
By Theorem 5.4.1 in [4], the module S,, is a finitely generated fret module. 
Since, by Proposition 1 in [24], .%?(a) is a principal-ideal domain, S,,, is a 
finitely gencrated free module (cf. [21, Theorem 3.7 in Chapter 31). Choose a 
basis {w1,w2,. ..,w,,} for S,,;,, and define the rational matrix function W by 
w=[w, wp ... IL’,,]. 
Then, by Lemma 5.1, T, is a left a-spectral triple and T, is a left kernel triple 
for W. Since {wl,wZ,. .., TV,,} is a basis for a free module over %(a), W has 
full column rank over .g. n 
It is worthwhile to point out that Theorem 5.2 above is stronger than 
Theorem 4.2 in [12]. In fact, in view of Theorem 3.3, Theorem 5.2 has the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let CT be u subset of C, let (C,,A,), (As, Bs), and 
(A,,B,, 0,) be collections of matrices which satisfy conditions (i)-(v) in 
Proposition 4.1 in [12], and let G be the set of rational matrix functions with 
(C,,A,) as a right pole pair ouer u, (AS, BS) as a left null pair ocer u, and 
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(A,, B,, 0,) as a left kernel triple. Dicide G into classes offunctions with the 
same left null-pole subspaces ocer (T. Then the classes in G are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of solutions of the equation XA, - A,X = B,C,. 
L%‘e can now give a criterion for determining which .~P(c~~-sul~~~~od~~l~s of 
A? “‘x ’ are left null-pole subspaces of rational matrix functions. 
TIIEOHI<\I 5.4. LA u C C, and let S 17c an .~(u)-sz~l)lnodl~le of 3?“‘x ‘. 
Then there exists a function W E 9”’ x” ,such that S = ._<,(W) zfantl only if S 
has a finite number of poles and zeros and no essential singularities. 
Proof. Sufficiently follows from Theorems 4.4 and 52. Since even 
rational matrix function has a finite number of poles and zeros in C,, and 
since every pole of a rational matrix function has a finite order, the condition 
stated in the theorem is also necessary. n 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF FUNCTIONS WITH A GIVEN LEFT 
NULL-POLE SUBSPACE 
We show now that the null-pole coupling operator is preserved in the 
construction of a rational matrix function with a given left zero-pole structure 
developed in [U]. This construction produces a left-invertible rational matrix 
function W, with (C,, A,) as a right pole pair over a subset u of C, (A<, Br> 
as a left null pair over u, and (A,, B,, 0,) as a left kernel triple, from a 
regular rational matrix function with (C,,A,) as a right pole pair over u, 
and (AS, BS) as a left null pair over u. The construction can be summarized 
as follows. 
CONSTRUC.I.IOK 6.1. Let u CC, and let I1 E 99”‘x”i be a regular func- 
tion with T, = ((C,,A,), (Ai, BC), r) as ;I left spectral triple over u. Let 
7, = (A,, B,, D,) be a triple of matrices whose associated matrix polynomial 
p E @Xl,1 satisfies conditions (iii)-(v) in Theorem 4.4. Let n = m - k. 
Construct a function W E 9”‘x” as follows. 
Step 1. Choose a Smith-McMillan factorization EDF of 11, and put W, = 
ED. 
Step 2. Let v be the largest geometric multiplicity of a pole of H in u, let 
I_L be the largest geometric multiplicity of a zero of H in u, and let 
77 be the largest sum of the geometric multiplicity of a pole and the 
geometric multiplicity of a zero of H at any single point of u. Let di 
denote the ith diagonal entry of D. For i = 77 - t.~ + 1, 77 - p + 
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Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
2,. , V, let pi be the minimal-degree manic polynomial such that if 
d,,, _? +i has a zero at a point A E v of order k then ni d, has a zero 
at h of order k. Define an m X q matrix polynomial Q = [ qiil by 
1 
1 if i=j<n-p, 
Pi if q-p<i=j<v, qij = 
1 if i = j - 77 + ?a > n2 - p, 
0 otherwise, 
and put 
W,=W,Q. 
For i=1,2,..., /_L, let 4i be the (m - i - l)th row of E-‘, so that if 
H has a zero at a point h E u of the geometric multiplicity K, then 
{4,,+2,. ,4,} is a canonical set of left null functions for H at A. 
Find an orthogonal complement E of the row span of P in 
(91 X11I ,a(A,)U cr(A[)) and functions r+b,, $,, . . , I/I~ E a’, analytic 
on a(A,)U a(A<), such that the pair (AS, BS) is left similar to the 
pair constructed from Taylor coefficients of $,, $2,. . ., $w at the 
zeros of H in cr. Project every column of W, onto Ker P along B o 
to get W,. 
Find an orthogonal complement A of the column span of W:, in 
(KerP,a(A,)Uv(A[)), and a basis (c,,~;~,...,c~} for A such that 
the function [c, 2;2 . . . c,] has neither zeros nor poles on a(A,) 
u&A&. Put IV4 =[W, G, G, . . . cl]. 
Multiply W, on the right by a regular rational matrix function Q, 
without poles or zeros on a(A,)U a(A<), so that the resulting 
function W has neither poles nor zeros in (~\[a(A,)u a(A 
Particular steps of this construction art’ illustrated in [12] with specific 
examples. It is also shown there that W has (C,, A,) as a right pole pair over 
(T, (AS, Bs) as a left null pair over u, and TV as a left kernel polynomial. It 
turns out that r is the coupling operator for (C,, A,) and (As, Bc) as a right 
pole pair and a left null pair for W over u. 
THEOREM 6.2. L_et CT, H, T,,, rK, and W be as in Construction 6.1. Then 7, 
is a lef kernel triple for W, and T,~ is a left spectral triple for W ocer u. 
Proof. In light of the remark preceding the theorem, it suffices to show 
that lY is the coupling matrix for (C,, A,) and (Al, BS) viewed as a right pole 
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pair and a left null pair for W over (T. Now, by Theorem 3.3, T,, is a left 
cT-spectral triple for W,. Consequently, since W, has (C,, A,) as a right pole 
pair and (As,Bg) as a left null pair over fl (cf. Lemma 4.7 in [12]), and 
w&&?J”yu) c WI.%? f”x ‘(a), by Lemma 3.2 above T, is a left spectral triple 
for W, over rr. In particular, 7, is a left spectral triple for W, over 
a(A,)U &A[). 
By the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.9 in [12], W, has (C,, A,) as a 
right pole pair and (AS., I?<) as a left ml11 pair over a(A,)U dA<). BJ 
Proposition 4.6 in [12], each colunm 4i of W,, differs from the corresponding 
column of Wz by a function lli E 5 o which is anaiytic on a(A,)U a(A<). 
Hence, in view of Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.5, 
~,.~~x’(u)=(C~(;-A,)-l.r+~i(;):..’.~~ I 15 1 constant vector and 
By Lemma 5.1, T,~ is a left spectral triple for W, over (T(A,)U atA<). 
Now W, has (C,, A,) and (A(, Bs) as a right pole pair and a left null pair 
over (T (cf. Lemma 4.11 in [12]); thus by Lemma 3.2 above, T,, is a left 
spectral triple for W,, and hence also for W, over a(A,)U a(A(). Since U’ 
has neither poles nor zeros in rr\[a(A,)U a(A T, is a left spectral triple 
for W over u. w 
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